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Introduction
Due to frequent attempts for unauthorized access into WTG on CIBUK 1 Project, frequent theft
incidents at the site and for raising awareness among local population about hazards and risks of
such a behaviour, WEBG conducted Open Doors Day in 3 Local Communities, Vladimirovac,
Dolovo and Mramorak.
Events were led by Aleksandar Andjic, Nikola Radonjin and Milena, WEBG team in charge of
public relation and communication with the local community, supported by H&S Coordinators
During Construction / H&S Supervisors from PMC side.
Meeting schedules:
Thursday, 23.08.
Friday, 24.08.
Saturday, 25.08.

- Primary school ‘May 1st’ at 12 AM - VLADIMIROVAC
- Local community office at 10 AM - MRAMORAK
- Local community office at 10 AM - DOLOVO

Events lasted for around 2 hour each with very good presence, interaction and feedback from the
local community.

Event’s Presentation
Presentation covers hazards and risks associated with CIBUK 1 project but primary focused on
putting the facility under high voltage.

Presentation for initiation of discussion on Open Door Events

Vladimirovac Open Day
Vladimirovac Open Day was held on Thursday, 23.08.2018. and started at 12 PM at the Primary
school ‘May 1st’ in Vladimirovac.

Photo 1 Presentation display

Photo 2 Live discussion from Vladimirovac Open Day Event
The meeting lasted for approximately 1 hour and was attended by around 15 representatives from
the local community, who actively participated in the meeting, asking questions that they
consider important in relation to their presence in the wind farm area.

Mramorak Open Day
Mramorak Open Day was held on Friday, 24.08.2018. started at 10 AM in Mramorak Local
community office.

Photo 3 Announcements for Mramorak Open Day were displayed on local community Info tables

Photo 4 – 5 Scenes from Mramorak Open Day Event

Event lasted 1 hour with very good presence of local population and organizers and around 30
participated from the local community.

Dolovo Open Day
The third and the last Open Day was held on Saturday, 25.08.2018. started at 10 AM in Dolovo
Local community office.

Photo 6 – 7 Scenes from Dolovo Open Day Event
The event took lasted for around 2 hours and was attended by around 20 participants. Although a
lot of their questions revolved around compensation for damages.

Discussions Summary
All three Open Day started with introduction about event organizers and presenters, Project WF
CIBUK 1 key features, Project status and reasons for organizing Open Day.
Presentation covering key safety issues was delivered to the attendees. Participants were
informed about the hazards in the case of unauthorized access to the WTG facilities and potential
fatal consequences as well as provided information on start of commissioning of the first circuit.
Participants were also informed about security surveillance that will be implemented around the
wind farm.
Along with presentation delivery, discussions progressed with valuable feedback and exchanges
with the event participants.
The following issues related to the WF operational phase were raised:
− Hazards of field work in the close vicinity of the WTG facilities while WTG operates
with concerns related to strong electromagnetic field and mechanical hazards
− Consequences of thunder strike on some of WTG with concerns where electricity will go
− Access to WF CIBUK 1 area in the case of extremely stormy weather
− Hazards for school kids in the light of children's curiosity
During the discussions, concerns was expressed that extremely stormy weather are more
frequently than in the past and that WF could be affected by it somehow, and consequently
farmers working in the field.
Concern was raised for fire protection if children for curiosity are visiting WTG facilities on
their own and throw cigarette buds, intentionally or by chance, on those occasions.
Questions were also issued related to:
− Use and maintenance of public and private roads
− Maintaining hygiene of the immediate environment of WTG
During discussions, the following proposals were raised by the participants:
− WEBG to develop a descriptive Brochure related to the safe behaviour of local
population on the area of WF CIBUK 1 and in the close vicinity of WTG in both regular
as well as in stormy weather conditions
− Deliver presentations to school kids regarding hazards associated with WF CIBUK 1,
which could be counterproductive in some sense – to be take the caution in approach
All events were concluded in a good spirit between all parties and with appreciation from the
local communities to WEBG for organising these kinds of informative events.

Closing Words
Open Door Days in 3 Local Community: Vladimirovac, Mramorak and Dolovo are events
devoted to maintaining proper communication level between WEBG and the Local community
in regard to CIBUK 1 Project.
Events are designed and executed in proper manner on the satisfaction of all sides involved.
Primary goal is achieved – to inform public about putting WF facility under high voltage and to
raise the issue of criminal acts related to stealing materials and equipment from the construction
site.
All events are very well received by almost 30 participants per each event.
In addition, valuable feedback and exchange support introducing guidelines to ensure enhancing
safety conditions for all parties during the WF CIBUK 1 operational phase.
Accordingly, WEBG will take the local community proposals into consideration to enhance the
communication and cooperation with the local community.

